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BryantBryant--Denny Stadium Expansion in Denny Stadium Expansion in 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  

Enclosing the upper deck of the north end Enclosing the upper deck of the north end 
zone. zone. 

Drilled shafts for the suite box structuresDrilled shafts for the suite box structures

AugercastAugercast piles for the stadium seating piles for the stadium seating 
columns.columns.

Project BackgroundProject Background
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Geotechnical exploration performed in July Geotechnical exploration performed in July 
of 2004 by TTL, Inc. (ADSC Technical of 2004 by TTL, Inc. (ADSC Technical 
Affiliate Member) Affiliate Member) 

Column locations or loads had not been Column locations or loads had not been 
determined at that time.determined at that time.

A significant number of previous borings A significant number of previous borings 
around the stadium were available.around the stadium were available.

Foundation DesignFoundation Design
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Initial drilled shaft foundation Initial drilled shaft foundation 
recommendations:recommendations:
–– allowable end bearing of 60 ksf (2,873 allowable end bearing of 60 ksf (2,873 kPakPa))
–– allowable skin friction of 4 ksf (192 allowable skin friction of 4 ksf (192 kPakPa) in ) in 

weathered rockweathered rock
–– allowable skin friction of 8 ksf (384 allowable skin friction of 8 ksf (384 kPakPa) in ) in 

sound rock.sound rock.

Skin friction was neglected in the soil Skin friction was neglected in the soil 
overburden above rock.overburden above rock.

Foundation DesignFoundation Design
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December of 2004 a maximum settlement criteria of oneDecember of 2004 a maximum settlement criteria of one--
quarter inch was established for the shafts.quarter inch was established for the shafts.

TTL and LBYD optimized the diameter of each shaft and TTL and LBYD optimized the diameter of each shaft and 
the amount of rock excavation per shaft.the amount of rock excavation per shaft.

All shafts had a minimum rock socket of 2 feet, but  skin All shafts had a minimum rock socket of 2 feet, but  skin 
friction in the soil was still neglected.friction in the soil was still neglected.

Skin friction of up to 4 ksf (192 Skin friction of up to 4 ksf (192 kPakPa) was utilized for rock ) was utilized for rock 
sockets in the weathered sandstonesockets in the weathered sandstone

Foundation DesignFoundation Design

Foundation DesignFoundation Design
The asThe as--bid drilled shaft design:bid drilled shaft design:
–– Diameters ranging from 30 inches (762 mm) to 108 inches (2,743 Diameters ranging from 30 inches (762 mm) to 108 inches (2,743 

mm,) mm,) 
–– Rock sockets ranging from 2 feet (0.61 meters) to 15 feet (4.57 Rock sockets ranging from 2 feet (0.61 meters) to 15 feet (4.57 

meters).  meters).  
–– Approximately 62 feet (18.9 meters) in length.Approximately 62 feet (18.9 meters) in length.
–– Installed in the dry using a temporary casing set into the weathInstalled in the dry using a temporary casing set into the weathered ered 

rock.  rock.  
–– Visual inspection of each shaft base, including drilling a probeVisual inspection of each shaft base, including drilling a probe hole hole 

in the weathered rock.  in the weathered rock.  

The asThe as--bid augercast pile design:bid augercast pile design:
–– 1616--inch (406 mm) diameterinch (406 mm) diameter
–– 120 ton (1.07 MN) capacity based on successful load tests of 120 ton (1.07 MN) capacity based on successful load tests of 

similar piles at other projects on campus.  similar piles at other projects on campus.  
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Foundation DesignFoundation Design
Russo Corporation (ADSC Contractor Russo Corporation (ADSC Contractor 
Member) was the low bidder for the drilled Member) was the low bidder for the drilled 
shaft package.shaft package.

Access considerations involving working Access considerations involving working 
heights and widths resulted in the overall heights and widths resulted in the overall 
foundation package overfoundation package over--budget.budget.

PostPost--bid, value engineering ideas were soughtbid, value engineering ideas were sought
–– Russo Corporation recognized that skin friction in the Russo Corporation recognized that skin friction in the 

soil was neglected.soil was neglected.
–– Due to overhead constraints, existing foundations, and Due to overhead constraints, existing foundations, and 

existing utilitiesexisting utilities------casing the shafts to the tip was not casing the shafts to the tip was not 
feasible.feasible.

–– Russo requested the specifications be modified to allow Russo requested the specifications be modified to allow 
the use of drilling slurry.the use of drilling slurry.

Russo recommended an ORusso recommended an O--cellcell®® load test be load test be 
performed on a drilled shaft constructed with the performed on a drilled shaft constructed with the 
slurry method and socketed 2 feet into the slurry method and socketed 2 feet into the 
weathered rock.weathered rock.
The design team agreed to utilize the results of the The design team agreed to utilize the results of the 
load test to redesign the drilled shafts.load test to redesign the drilled shafts.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROCESSVALUE ENGINEERING PROCESS
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4848--inch (1,220 mm) diameter test shaft.inch (1,220 mm) diameter test shaft.
LOADTEST, Inc.  (ADSC Associate Member) LOADTEST, Inc.  (ADSC Associate Member) 
performed the Operformed the O--cellcell®® test. test. 
59.8 feet (18.21 meter) and socketed 2 feet (0.61 59.8 feet (18.21 meter) and socketed 2 feet (0.61 
m) into weathered rock. m) into weathered rock. 
Constructed in the wet using polymer slurry. Constructed in the wet using polymer slurry. 
Bottom of the shaft was cleaned with a 40Bottom of the shaft was cleaned with a 40--inch inch 
(1,016 mm) cleaning bucket.  (1,016 mm) cleaning bucket.  
The concrete was placed in the bottom of the shaft The concrete was placed in the bottom of the shaft 
by tremie pipe, which extended past the Oby tremie pipe, which extended past the O--cellcell®®, , 
until the top of the concrete reached the cutuntil the top of the concrete reached the cut--off off 
elevation.elevation.

FIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGNFIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGN

OsterbergOsterberg Cell TestingCell Testing
Calibrated, embedded, Calibrated, embedded, 
sacrificial jack within the sacrificial jack within the 
test shafttest shaft
Concept: Load one part Concept: Load one part 
of the shaft against the of the shaft against the 
other, & eliminate other, & eliminate 
reaction systemreaction system

O-cell

Slide by Dan Brown, Ph.D., P.E. – Dan Brown and Associates, Inc.
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A 2,515 kip (11.19 MN) biA 2,515 kip (11.19 MN) bi--directional load directional load 
was applied to the shaft.  was applied to the shaft.  

At the maximum load, the displacements At the maximum load, the displacements 
were:were:
–– 0.64 inches (16.3 mm) above the O0.64 inches (16.3 mm) above the O--cellcell®®

–– 0.78 inches (19.8 mm) below the O0.78 inches (19.8 mm) below the O--cellcell®®

The corrected maximum applied end The corrected maximum applied end 
bearing pressure was 181.5 ksf (8,690 bearing pressure was 181.5 ksf (8,690 kPakPa).).

FIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGNFIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGN
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For a top loading of 2,140 kips (9.52 MN):For a top loading of 2,140 kips (9.52 MN):
–– Estimated settlement of a 48Estimated settlement of a 48--inch (1,220 mm) diameter inch (1,220 mm) diameter 

shaft was approximately 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) of which shaft was approximately 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) of which 
0.11 inches (2.7 mm) is estimated elastic compression.0.11 inches (2.7 mm) is estimated elastic compression.

For a top loading of 3,300 kips (14.68 MN):For a top loading of 3,300 kips (14.68 MN):
–– Estimated settlement of a 48Estimated settlement of a 48--inch (1,220 mm) diameter inch (1,220 mm) diameter 

shaft was approximately 0.50 inches (12.7 mm) of which shaft was approximately 0.50 inches (12.7 mm) of which 
0.16 inches (4.1 mm) is estimated elastic compression.0.16 inches (4.1 mm) is estimated elastic compression.

Significant creep for the test shaft will not Significant creep for the test shaft will not 
begin until a top loading exceeds 4,905 kips begin until a top loading exceeds 4,905 kips 
(21.8 MN) by some unknown amount.(21.8 MN) by some unknown amount.
AsAs--bid capacity of a 48bid capacity of a 48--inch (1,220 mm) diameter inch (1,220 mm) diameter 
shaft was 760 kips (3.4 MN) shaft was 760 kips (3.4 MN) 

FIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGNFIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGN
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FIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGNFIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGN

Drilled shafts were Drilled shafts were 
redesigned utilizing:redesigned utilizing:

–– Average skin friction Average skin friction 
value of 2.2 ksf (105.3 value of 2.2 ksf (105.3 
kPakPa) for 40 feet (12.2 ) for 40 feet (12.2 
meters) of soil above meters) of soil above 
the rock socket and the rock socket and 
the 2 foot (610 mm) the 2 foot (610 mm) 
pwrpwr socket.socket.

–– End bearing of 60 ksf End bearing of 60 ksf 
(2,873 (2,873 kPakPa); no ); no 
change from aschange from as--bid bid 
design. design. 

8463053820108
7857553400102
725228302096
664724266090
604244230084
543788200078
483355170072
422946142066
362560118060
30219896054
30186076048
30154558042
30125342036
3098630030
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Loadtest 
Diameter 

(in)
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As a result of the load test:As a result of the load test:
–– Diameters of the drilled shafts were reduced.Diameters of the drilled shafts were reduced.
–– 700 cubic yards (535 m700 cubic yards (535 m33) of concrete was saved (note ) of concrete was saved (note 

that concrete was donated and was not included in the that concrete was donated and was not included in the 
total savings) total savings) 

–– Less spoil removal, less slurry, smaller tools, and faster Less spoil removal, less slurry, smaller tools, and faster 
production. production. 

–– Cost savings to the University of Alabama was Cost savings to the University of Alabama was 
approximately $200,000 (25% of the drill shaft bid), approximately $200,000 (25% of the drill shaft bid), 
excluding the cost of the load test and concrete.excluding the cost of the load test and concrete.

Redesign resulted in the replacement of all Redesign resulted in the replacement of all 
augercast piles with drilled shafts; which provided augercast piles with drilled shafts; which provided 
an additional $50,000 savings.an additional $50,000 savings.

FIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGNFIELD LOAD TEST AND SHAFT REDESIGN

The Construction ProcessThe Construction Process
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ConclusionsConclusions
The asThe as--bid design relied primarily on end bearing, bid design relied primarily on end bearing, 
with an allowance for skin friction only in the rock with an allowance for skin friction only in the rock 
socketssockets
The load test data indicated significant skin friction The load test data indicated significant skin friction 
could be mobilized at relatively small could be mobilized at relatively small 
displacements displacements -- within the required maximum within the required maximum 
settlement criteria of onesettlement criteria of one--quarter inch. quarter inch. 
Significant reductions in shaft diameters and rock Significant reductions in shaft diameters and rock 
sockets were made, reducing costs.sockets were made, reducing costs.
The drilled shaft specification was focused on The drilled shaft specification was focused on 
confirming the quality of the bottom of the drilled confirming the quality of the bottom of the drilled 
shaft excavation; however, the load test indicated shaft excavation; however, the load test indicated 
that the load would have been carried completely that the load would have been carried completely 
in skin friction for the asin skin friction for the as--bid design. bid design. 
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ConclusionsConclusions

It is not uncommon for geotechnical engineers to It is not uncommon for geotechnical engineers to 
completely neglect skin friction in soil overlying a completely neglect skin friction in soil overlying a 
rock socket.  This can result in a very conservative rock socket.  This can result in a very conservative 
design, or even worsedesign, or even worse------the elimination of drilled the elimination of drilled 
shafts due to cost. shafts due to cost. 

The drilled shaft industry needs to encourage The drilled shaft industry needs to encourage 
geotechnical engineers to better utilize load test geotechnical engineers to better utilize load test 
data and empirical data to provide more efficient data and empirical data to provide more efficient 
capacity designs for drilled shafts, allowing drilled capacity designs for drilled shafts, allowing drilled 
shafts to remain economical and competitive.shafts to remain economical and competitive.

Project CreditsProject Credits

Owner:Owner:

Construction Manager:Construction Manager:
General Contractor:General Contractor:
Geotechnical Engineer:Geotechnical Engineer:
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The University of Alabama   The University of Alabama   
Athletic DepartmentAthletic Department
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Duncan & ThompsonDuncan & Thompson
TTL, Inc.TTL, Inc.
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Russo CorporationRusso Corporation
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Questions?Questions?


